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1. Introduction and notation
The inverse,Moore–Penrose inverse or generalized inverse ofA+X1X∗2 ,whereA is an n×mmatrix,
X1 is an n× rmatrix, andX2 is anm× rmatrix, has been discussed extensively in [1–3], and references
therein, under various assumptions on thematrices A, X1 and X2. For example, if the inverses of A and
I + X∗2A−1X1 exist, we have the well-known Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury or Woodbury formula,
see [2,3]. If the inverse(s) do not exist, Meyer [4] derives all possible generalized inverses for rank one
updates (Sherman–Morrison formula) and Baksalary et al. [5] give alternative representations thereof.
Specific cases for higher rank updates are discussed in Riedel [6], Fill and Fishkind [7], Lai and Vemuri
[8] and Steerneman and van Perlo-ten Kleij [9]. Furtherwork includes partitioned and block-triangular
matrices [10–15].
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In this article we extend the results of Riedel [6] in Section 2 and in Section 3 address the problem
of computing “efficiently” the Moore–Penrose inverse of
M = bdiag(Ak) + uv∗ ⊗ E, (1)
where A1, . . . ,Ap are arbitrary n × m complex matrices and bdiag(Ak) is the block-diagonal matrix
built from A1, . . . ,Ap. Without loss of generality, let n  m. E is an n × m complex matrix with
rank(E) = q, 0 < q  m, u and v are complex p-vectors and ⊗ is the Kronecker product. Note that
(1) is not in classical Kronecker form since different Ak are involved. We term this “quasi-Kronecker”
structure.
The key observation is that (1) can be written as
M = bdiag(Ak) + (u ⊗ Eu)(v ⊗ Ev)∗ (2)
for any n × r and m × r matrices Eu and Ev such that EuE∗v = E. As an example, assume that the
inverses of Ak , k = 1, . . . , p, and Ir + (v⊗Ev)∗ bdiag(A−1k )(u⊗Eu) exist, Ir being the identitymatrix
of dimension r. Then the inverse ofM is [2]
M−1 = bdiag(A−1k ) − bdiag(A−1k )(u ⊗ Eu)
×
(
Ir + (v ⊗ Ev)∗ bdiag(A−1k )(u ⊗ Eu)
)−1
(v ⊗ Ev)∗ bdiag(A−1k ); (3)
hence based on the calculation of p n×n inverses and one r× r inverse, instead of one np×np inverse.
We use the following notation. Matrices and vectors are bold face; 0 is the zero matrix, where the
dimensions are given by the context; c¯ is the complex conjugate of c; AT and A∗ denote the transpose
and conjugate transpose of A; A+ and A− are the Moore–Penrose inverse and generalized inverse;
block(Nij) denotes a partitioned matrix composed of the blocks Nij; bcol(Ni) and brow(Nj) denote a
columnand rowpartitionedmatrix composedof theblocksNi andNj , respectively. The columnspaceof
A is denoted byR(A). The orthogonal complement toR(A) is denoted byR(A)⊥. The unique, orthogonal
projector onto R(A) is PA = AA+ and onto R(A)⊥ isQA = In −AA+. The unique, orthogonal projector
onto R(A∗) is PA∗ = A+A and onto R(A∗)⊥ is QA∗ = Im − A+A.
2. Main results
We first consider the Moore–Penrose inverse of A+ B, where A and B are arbitrary n×m complex
matrices. Without loss of generality, let n  m. Assume that B is of rank 0 < q  m and let the
singular value decomposition (SVD) of B = U˜D˜V˜∗. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
diagonal entries of D˜ are sorted in decreasing order. Let U˜1:q and V˜1:q be the first q columns of U˜ and V˜
and let D˜
1/2
1:q be the diagonal square matrix with entries D˜
1/2
ii , i = 1, . . . , q. Finally, let U = U˜1:qD˜1/21:q
and V = V˜1:qD˜1/21:q , i.e., B = UV∗. We now decompose U and V intoW1 + Z1 andW2 + Z2, where the
columns of W1 are contained in the column space of A, R(A), and the columns of Z1 are orthogonal
to R(A). Similarly, the columns ofW2 and Z2 are in R(A
∗) and R(A∗)⊥, respectively. The first theorem
gives the Moore–Penrose inverse ofM = A + (W1 + Z1)(W2 + Z2)∗ under various assumptions on
A,W and Z,  = 1, 2.
Theorem 1. Let A, B = UV∗ be n × m complex matrices. LetW1 = PAU, Z1 = QAU,W2 = PA∗V and
Z2 = QA∗V. Define Y = Iq +W∗2A+W1,K1 = A+W1, andK2 = W∗2A+. Under the assumptions detailed
below, the Moore–Penrose inverse ofM = A + UV∗ is
M+ = (A + UV∗)+ = A+ − N,
where
A. N = Z+∗2 K2 + K1Z+1 − Z+∗2 YZ+1 , if rank(Z1) = rank(Z2) = q.
B. N = K1Z+1 + A+K+2 K2, if rank(Z1) = q, Z2 = 0 and Y = 0.
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C. N = Z+∗2 K2 + K1K+1 A+, if Z1 = 0, rank(Z2) = q and Y = 0.
D. N = K1K+1 A+ + A+K+2 K2 − K1K+1 A+K+2 K2 , if Z1 = 0, Z2 = 0 and Y = 0.
E. N = K1Y−1K2, if Z1 = 0, Z2 = 0 and rank(Y) = q.
F. N = (S1Z1 + K1)(Y + W∗2S1Z1)−1T1 − S1, with S1 = A+K∗2Y∗−1Z∗1 and T1 = W∗2S1 + K2,
if Z2 = 0 and rank(Y) = q.
G. N = T2(Y + Z∗2S2W1)−1(Z∗2S2 + K2) − S2, with S2 = Z2Y∗−1K∗1A+ and T2 = S2W1 + K1,
if Z1 = 0 and rank(Y) = q.
The theorem can be shown by verifying the four Moore–Penrose conditions [16] (I)MM+M = M,
(II) M+MM+ = M+, (III) MM+ and (IV) M+M are Hermitian. We further need the following useful
fact.
Lemma2. With the notation of Theorem1.F and 1.G, (Y+W∗2S1Z1)−1 and (Y+Z∗2S2W1)−1, respectively,
exist.
Proof. Define |A| to be the determinant of A. (Y + W∗2S1Z1)−1 exists ⇐⇒ |Y + W∗2S1Z1| = 0.
|Y + W∗2S1Z1| = |Y + K2K∗2Y∗−1Z∗1Z1| = |Y||In + K∗2Y∗−1Z∗1Z1Y−1K2| [13, p. 416]. Let rank(Z1) =
q′, 0 < q′  q. Thus Z∗1Z1 is positive semi-definite. Therefore, K∗2Y∗−1Z∗1Z1Y−1K2 is also positive
semi-definite [13, p. 213]. Which implies In + K∗2Y∗−1Z∗1Z1Y−1K2 is positive definite. Therefore, |In +
K∗2Y∗−1Z∗1Z1Y−1K2| > 0 and (Y + W∗2S1Z1)−1 exists. Proof of the existence of (Y + Z∗2S2W1)−1 is
similar. 
Proof of Theorem1. All fourMoore–Penrose conditions are verified for cases A and F.MM+ andM+M
are provided for the remaining cases and the calculations are similar to cases A and F. All cases can be
shownbydirect verification andmaking repeateduse of several identities listed in theproofs of A and F.
A. We haveM = A + (W1 + Z1)(W2 + Z2)∗ and
MM+ = (A + (W1 + Z1)(W2 + Z2)∗)(A+ − Z+∗2 K2 − K1Z+1 + Z+∗2 YZ+1 ).
Expanding the equality and using the identities (a) AZ
+∗
2 = 0, (b) Z∗2A+ = 0, (c)W∗2Z+∗2 = 0, and (d)
AK1 = W1, yields
MM+ = AA+ − W1Z+1 + (W1 + Z1)K2 − (W1 + Z1)Z∗2Z+∗2 K2
− (W1 + Z1)W∗2K1Z+1 + (W1 + Z1)Z∗2Z+∗2 YZ+1 .
Further, using the identities (e) Z∗2Z+∗2 = Iq and (f)W∗2K1 = Y − Iq, and simplifying the expression
we get
MM+ = AA+ + Z1Z+1 .
We can expandM+M in a similar way.
M+M = (A+ − Z+∗2 K2 − K1Z+1 + Z+∗2 YZ+1 )(A + (W1 + Z1)(W2 + Z2)∗).
Expanding the equality and using the identities (g) A+Z1 = 0, (h) Z+1 A = 0, (i) Z+1 W1 = 0, and (j)
K2A = W∗2 , yields
M+M = A+A + K1(W2 + Z2)∗ − Z+∗2 W∗2 − Z+∗2 K2W1(W2 + Z2)∗
− K1Z+1 Z1(W2 + Z2)∗ + Z+∗2 YZ+1 Z1(W2 + Z2)∗.
Further, using the identities (k) Z
+
1 Z1 = Iq and (l) K2W1 = Y − Iq, and simplifying the expression we
get
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M+M = A+A + Z+∗2 Z∗2 .
Therefore,MM+ andM+M are Hermitian. Thus, Moore–Penrose conditions (III) and (IV) are satisfied.
Note that identities (e) and (k) are only valid under the full rank assumption of Z2 and Z1, respectively.
Now, using identities (a), (b), and (c)MM+M expands and simplifies to
MM+M = (A + (W1 + Z1)(W2 + Z2)∗)(A+A + Z+∗2 Z∗2)
= AA+A + (W1 + Z1)W∗2A+A + (W1 + Z1)Z∗2Z+∗2 Z∗2 .
Using (I) for A and Z2 and noting thatW
∗
2A
+A = W∗2 , this simplifies to
MM+M = A + (W1 + Z1)W∗2 + (W1 + Z1)Z∗2 = M.
Thus Moore–Penrose condition (I) is satisfied. Utilizing identities (g), (h), and (i), M+MM+ expands
and simplifies to
M+MM+ = (A+ − Z+∗2 K2 − K1Z+1 + Z+∗2 YZ+1 )(AA+ + Z1Z+1 )
= A+AA+ − Z+∗2 K2AA+ − K1Z+1 Z1Z+1 + Z+∗2 YZ+1 Z1Z+1 .
Using (II) for A and Z1 and noting that K2AA
+ = K2, this simplifies to
M+MM+ = A+ − Z+∗2 K2 − K1Z+1 + Z+∗2 YZ+1 = M+.
Thus Moore–Penrose condition (II) is satisfied andM+ is the Moore–Penrose inverse ofM.
B. We haveM = A + (W1 + Z1)W∗2 and
MM+ = AA+ + Z1Z+1 − K+2 K2 and M+M = A+A.
C. We haveM = A + W1(W2 + Z2)∗ and
MM+ = AA+ and M+M = A+A + Z+∗2 Z∗2 − K1K+1 .
D. We haveM = A + W1W∗2 and
MM+ = AA+ − K+2 K2 and M+M = A+A − K1K+1 .
E. The inverse of Y exists by assumption,M = A + W1W∗2 and
MM+ = AA+ + W1K2 − W1(Iq + W∗2A+W1)Y−1K2 = AA+,
M+M = A+A + K1W∗2 − K1Y−1(Iq + W∗2A+W1)W∗2 = A+A.
F. Note that the inverses of Y+W∗2S1Z1 and Y exist by assumption (Lemma 2). For ease of notation,
let R1 = Y + W∗2S1Z1 and S˜1 = S1Z1 + K1. Note thatM = A + (W1 + Z1)W∗2 and
M+M = (A+ − S˜1R−11 T1 + S1)(A + (W1 + Z1)W∗2 ).
Expanding the equality and using the identities (g), (m) T1A = W∗2 , (n) T1(W1 + Z1) = R1 − Iq, (o)
Z∗1A = 0, and (p) Z∗1W1 = 0, yields
M+M = A+A + K1W∗2 − S˜1R−11 W∗2 − S˜1R−11 (R1 − Iq)W∗2 + S1Z1W∗2
= A+A + K1W∗2 − S˜1W∗2 + S1Z1W∗2
= A+A + K1W∗2 − (S1Z1 + K1)W∗2 + S1Z1W∗2
= A+A + K1W∗2 − S1Z1W∗2 − K1W∗2 + S1Z1W∗2 = A+A.
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Thus, (IV) is satisfied. Using identity (q)W∗2 S˜1 = R1 − Iq, after expansion we get
MM+ = (A + (W1 + Z1)W∗2 )(A+ − S˜1R−11 T1 + S1)
= AA+ − AS˜1R−11 T1 + AS1 + (W1 + Z1)K2
− (W1 + Z1)(R1 − Iq)R−11 T1 + (W1 + Z1)W∗2S1
= AA+ − AS˜1R−11 T1 + AS1 + (W1 + Z1)R−11 T1
= AA+ + AS1 − (AS˜1 − W1 − Z1)R−11 T1.
Note that rank(Z2) = 0 ⇒ rank(K2) = q, thus (K2K∗2)−1 exists. Using identities (r) Z1 = (T1 −
K2)
∗(K2K∗2)−1Y, (s) AS˜1 − W1 = K∗2Y∗−1Z∗1Z1, and (t) T1T∗1 = R1Y−1K2K∗2 , this can be rewritten as
MM+ = AA+ + K∗2Y∗−1Z∗1 + T∗1(T1T∗1)−1T1 − K∗2(K2K∗2)−1T1
= AA+ + T∗1T+∗1 + K∗2(Y∗−1Z∗1 − Y∗−1Z∗1 − (K2K∗2)−1K2)
= AA+ + T∗1T+∗1 − K+2 K2.
Thus, (III) is satisfied. Noting again thatW∗2A+A = W∗2 and using (I) for A,
MM+M = (A + (W1 + Z1)W∗2 )A+A
= AA+A + (W1 + Z1)W∗2A+A = M.
Thus, (I) is satisfied. Also noting that A+AS˜1 = S˜1 and utilizing (II) for Awe show that Moore–Penrose
condition (II) is satisfied:
M+MM+ = A+A(A+ − S˜1R−11 T1 + A+K∗2Y∗−1Z∗1)
= A+AA+ − A+AS˜1R−11 T1 + A+AA+K∗2Y∗−1Z∗1 = M+.
ThusM+ is the Moore–Penrose inverse ofM.
G. The caseM = A + W1(W2 + Z2)∗ is shown similarly to F and
MM+ = AA+ and M+M = A+A − K1K+1 + T2T+2 . 
Remark 1
(1) Theorem 1 states explicitly the Moore–Penrose inverses for all full or zero rank cases of Z1, Z2,
and Y, along the lines of Meyer’s [4] list of rank one updates. Riedel’s [6] result is a particular
case of Theorem 1.A.
(2) The full rank conditions onZ1,Z2 andY canbe relaxed as follows. For part Awe requireQZ∗2W
∗
2 =
0, QZ∗2Z
+
1 = 0, W1QZ∗1 = 0, and Z+∗2 QZ∗1 = 0, since without the full rank assumptions on Z1
and Z2 identities (e) and (k) do not necessarily hold. For parts B and C, it is sufficient to assume
W1QZ∗1 = 0 and QZ∗2W∗2 = 0, respectively, since identities (k) and (e), respectively, do not
necessarily hold. Finally for part E, the condition rank(Y) = q can be relaxed towards the
conditions thatW1QYK2 = 0 and K1QY∗W∗2 = 0. All of these conditions impose constraints on
the row spaces of the matrices Z andW,  = 1, 2.
(3) In the case of symmetric matrices, parts B and C are irrelevant since that implies rank(Z1) =
rank(Z2).
(4) The construction of U and V via a SVD is not required. Any decomposition based on two rank q
matrices is sufficient.
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If only an arbitrary generalized inverse is needed (i.e., only satisfying the first Penrose condition
MM−M = M), we can weaken the assumptions of Theorem 1.A–D and simplify the expressions of the
Moore–Penrose inverses for cases B to D.
Theorem 3. Let A, B = UV∗ be n × m complex matrices. LetW1 = PAU, Z1 = QAU,W2 = PA∗V and
Z2 = QA∗V. Define Y = Iq +W∗2A+W1,K1 = A+W1, andK2 = W∗2A+. Under the assumptions detailed
below, a generalized inverse ofM = A + UV∗ is
M− = (A + UV∗)− = A+ − N,
where
A. N = Z+∗2 K2 + K1Z+1 − Z+∗2 YZ+1 , if rank(Z1) = q and 0  rank(Z2)  q or 0  rank(Z1)  q
and rank(Z2) = q.
B. N = K1Z+1 , if rank(Z1) > 0 and Z2 = 0 and Y = 0.
C. N = Z+∗2 K2, if Z1 = 0 and rank(Z2) > 0 and Y = 0.
D. N = K1Y+K2, if Z1 = 0, Z2 = 0 and 0  rank(Y)  q.
Proof. The relaxation of full rank requirements on Z1, Z2, and Y means that identities (e) and (k) no
longer hold and Y−1 no longer exists. These identities are not required though as we only need to
verify Moore–Penrose condition (I) and these identities are only needed for (III) and (IV). 
Remark 2
(1) Part D also holds if Z1 = 0 andW1QYW∗2 = 0 or Z2 = 0 andW1QY∗W∗2 = 0.
(2) The conditions of Theorem1.F can be relaxed toM− = A+−(S1Z1+K1)(Y+W∗2S1Z1)+T1+S1,
with S1 = A+K∗2Y+∗Z∗1 , and T1 = W∗2S1 + K2, if Z2 = 0, 0  rank(Y)  q and (AS1 −
In)Z1QR∗1W
∗
2 = 0, where R1 = Y + W∗2S1Z1.
(3) The conditions of Theorem 1.G can be relaxed to M− = A+ − T2(Y + Z∗2S2W1)+(Z∗2S2 +
K2) + S2, with S2 = Z2Y+∗K∗1A+, and T2 = S2W1 + K1, if Z1 = 0, 0  rank(Y)  q, and
W1QR2Z
∗
2(S2A − Im) = 0, where R2 = Y + Z∗2S2W1.
3. Results for (quasi-)Kronecker structures
We now turn to the question of Moore–Penrose inverses for matrices of the form (2), i.e., A =
bdiag(Ak), B = uv∗ ⊗ E, which we write in a form such that we can apply Theorem 1. Assume that
0 < rank(E) = q  m and write E = U˜D˜V˜∗ where the diagonal entries of D˜ are sorted in decreasing
order. Let U˜1:q and V˜1:q be the first q columns of U˜ and V˜ and let D˜1/21:q be the diagonal square matrix
with entries D˜
1/2
ii , i = 1, . . . , q. Finally, let U = U˜1:qD˜1/21:q and V = V˜1:qD˜1/21:q , i.e., E = UV∗. We now
decomposeu⊗U and v⊗V intoW1+Z1 andW2+Z2 by definingW1 = PA(u⊗U), Z1 = QA(u⊗U),
W2 = PA∗(v ⊗ V) and Z2 = QA∗(v ⊗ V).
Corollary 4. LetA1, . . . ,Ap, E=UV∗ be arbitrary n×mcomplexmatrices and letu = (u1, . . . , up)T and
v = (v1, . . . , vp)T be complex p-vectors such that u∗u = v∗v = 1. LetH1 = U∗(In −∑k |uk|2AkA+k )U,
H2 = V∗(Im − ∑k |vk|2A+k Ak)V, brow(Gj1) = ( bcol(ujA+j U))+, bcol(Gi2) = ( brow(v¯iV∗A+i ))+
and Y = Iq + V∗∑k ukv¯kA+k U. Under the assumptions detailed below, the Moore–Penrose inverse of
M = bdiag(Ak) + uv∗ ⊗ UV∗ is
M+ = bdiag(A+k ) − block(Nij),
where
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A. Nij = viv¯jQA∗i VH−12 V∗A+j + uiu¯jA+i UH−11 U∗QAj − viu¯jQA∗i VH−12 YH−11 U∗QAj , if there exists an r
and an s, such that rank(urQArU) = q and rank(vsQA∗s V) = q.
B. Nij = uiu¯jA+i UH−11 U∗QAj + v¯jA+i Gi2V∗A+j , if there exists an r, such that rank(urQArU) = q, Z2 = 0
and Y = 0.
C. Nij = viv¯jQA∗i VH−12 V∗A+j +uiA+i UGj1A+j , if Z1 = 0, if there exists an s, such that rank(vsQA∗s V) = q
and Y = 0.
D. Nij = uiA+i UGj1A+j + v¯jA+i Gi2V∗A+j − uiv¯jA+i UG12V∗A+j with G12 =
∑
k G
k
1A
+
k G
k
2, if Z1 = 0,
Z2 = 0 and Y = 0.
E. Nij = uiv¯jA+i UY−1V∗A+j , if Z1 = 0, Z2 = 0 and rank(Y) = q.
F. Nij = (uiA+i U + S1,iH1)(Y + V∗
∑
k v¯kS1,kH1)
−1T1,j − u¯jS1,iU∗QAj , with S1,i = viA+i A+∗i VY∗−1
and T1,j = v¯jV∗A+j + u¯jV∗
∑
k v¯kS1,kU
∗QAj , if Z2 = 0 and rank(Y) = q.
G. Nij = T2,i(Y+H2∑k ukS2,kU)−1(v¯jV∗A+j +H2S2,j)− viQA∗i VS2,j , with S2,j = u¯jY∗−1U∗A+∗j A+j ,
and T2,i = uiA+i U + viQA∗i V
∑
k ukS2,kU, if Z1 = 0 and rank(Y) = q.
Proof. By construction, u ⊗ U = W1 + Z1, and the columns ofW1 and Z1 are contained in R(A) and
R(A)⊥, respectively. Similarly, the columns ofW2 and Z2 are contained in R(A∗) and R(A∗)⊥, respec-
tively. We use the block structure of the matrices and haveW1 = bcol(uiPAiU),W2 = bcol(viPA∗i V),
Z1 = bcol(uiQAiU) and Z2 = bcol(viQA∗i V). For all i, rank(uiQAiU)  rank(Z1), and, similarly,
rank(viQA∗i V)  rank(Z2). If rank(urQArU) = q and rank(vsQA∗s V) = q, the inverses of H1 and
H2, respectively, exist. Notice that Z
+∗
2 = Z2(Z∗2Z2)+. Thus for the special case of quasi-Kronecker
form, Z
+∗
2 becomes bcol(viQA∗i V)H
−1
2 . Similarly, Z
+
1 becomes H
−1
1 brow(u¯iU
∗QAi).
A. Given that there exists an r and an s, such that rank(urQArU) = q and rank(vsQA∗s V) = q, we
have that rank(Z1) = q and rank(Z2) = q and we can use Theorem 1. From Theorem 1. A we have,
N = Z+∗2 W∗2A+ + A+W1Z+1 − Z+∗2 YZ+1
= bcol(viQA∗i V)H−12 brow(v¯jV∗PA∗j ) bdiag(A+k )
+ bdiag(A+k ) bcol(uiPAiU)H−11 brow(u¯jU∗QAj)
− bcol(viQA∗i V)H−12 YH−11 brow(u¯jU∗QAj)
= bcol(viQA∗i V)H−12 brow(v¯jV∗A+j )
+ bcol(uiA+i U)H−11 brow(u¯jU∗QAj)
− block(viu¯jQA∗i VH−12 YH−11 U∗QAj)
= block(viv¯jQA∗i VH−12 V∗A+j + uiu¯jA+i UH−11 U∗QAj
− viu¯jQA∗i VH−12 YH−11 U∗QAj) = block(Nij).
The remaining cases B–G can also be rewritten in a straightforward manner in terms of Ak , U, V, u, v,
etc. using the results of Theorem 1.B–G. 
Similar to Theorem 1, the rank q assumptions can be relaxed and in the case of symmetricmatrices,
part B and part C are irrelevant since this implies rank(Z1) = rank(Z2). In the terms containing H in
parts A–C, many of the diagonal matrices D˜
1/2
1:q disappear. Eq. (3) is a particular case of part E.
If we assume that A = Ip ⊗ A1, further simplifications are possible, for example H1 = U∗QA1U,
H2 = V∗QA∗1V and Y = Iq + v∗uV∗A+1 U. The matrix block(Nij) given in Corollary 4.A–4.G simplify,
respectively, to (the index on the A matrix has been dropped for ease of notation)
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block(Nij) = uu∗ ⊗ A+UH−11 U∗QA + vv∗ ⊗ QA∗VH−12 V∗A+
− vu∗ ⊗ QA∗VH−12 YH−11 U∗QA,
block(Nij) = vv∗ ⊗ QA∗VH−12 V∗A+ + uu∗ ⊗ A+U(A+U)+A+,
block(Nij) = uu∗ ⊗ A+UH−11 U∗QA + vv∗ ⊗ A+(V∗A+)+V∗A+,
block(Nij) = uu∗ ⊗ A+U(A+U)+A+ + vv∗ ⊗ A+(V∗A+)+V∗A+
− uu∗vv∗ ⊗ A+U(A+U)+A+(V∗A+)+V∗A+,
block(Nij) = uv∗ ⊗ A+UY−1V∗A+,
block(Nij) = vu∗ ⊗ A+A+∗VY∗−1(Iq + H1R−11 V∗A+A+∗VY∗−1)U∗QA
+ uv∗ ⊗ A+UR−11 V∗A+ + vv∗ ⊗ A+A+∗VY∗−1H1R−11 V∗A+
+ uu∗ ⊗ A+UR−11 V∗A+A+∗VY∗−1U∗QA,
block(Nij) = vu∗ ⊗ QA∗VY∗−1(Iq + U∗A+∗A+UR−12 H2Y∗−1)U∗A+∗A+
+ uv∗ ⊗ A+UR−12 V∗A+ + uu∗ ⊗ A+UR−12 H2Y∗−1U∗A+∗A+
+ vv∗ ⊗ QA∗VY∗−1U∗A+∗A+UR−12 V∗A+,
where R1 = Y + V∗A+A+∗VY∗−1H1 and R2 = Y + H2Y∗−1U∗A+∗A+U.
4. Application to hierarchical multivariate models
We now turn to matrices that occur in statistical models, i.e., the matrices are symmetric and pos-
itive definite or positive semi-definite. The research presented here was motivated by the following
problem. Assume that Y is a Gaussian random n-vector, with mean μ and covariance C, denoted as
Y ∼ N (μ, C) and let Xk = ckY + εk , k = 1, . . . , p, with εk ∼ N (0, Sk), independent of each
other and of Y . The joint distribution of X1, . . . ,Xp is again Gaussian and has covariance structure
 = bdiag(Sk) + ccT ⊗ C, where c = (c1, . . . , cp)T . In spatial or spatio-temporal applications, often
only one or a few observations are available and it is not possible to estimate the mean vector and all
covariance matrices consistently from the data. Instead, the mean vector and covariance matrices are
parameterized by a low dimensional parameter [17], e.g. μ = μ(θμ), Sk = Sk(θ k), C = C(θC). Given
data or observations of X1, . . .Xp, maximum likelihood estimation of θ = (θ Tμ, θ T1, . . . , θ Tp, θ TC)T
involves many evaluations of det() and quadratic forms in −1. Similarly, best linear unbiased pre-
dictors (BLUPs) of Y or of unobserved components of Xk require solving linear systems based on
(conditional) covariance matrices. While p is usually of moderate size in many statistical applications,
n is often large or very large. To circumvent working with the entire matrix , researchers often use
simpler covariance models [18], sparse matrix algebra [19,20], or lower dimensional approximations
[21,22]. Hence, there is a clear need for closed form expressions of the (Moore–Penrose) inverse and
the determinant of  in terms of Sk and C.
Let S1, . . . , Sp, C be symmetric positive definite n×nmatrices and let c be a p-vector and (without
loss of generality) c∗c = 1. Corollary 4.E (or working in this simple case directly with the Woodbury
formula (3)) yields
−1 = bdiag(S−1k ) − block
⎛
⎜⎝cicjS−1i
⎛
⎝C−1 +
p∑
k=1
c2kS
−1
k
⎞
⎠
−1
S
−1
j
⎞
⎟⎠ . (4)
To calculate the determinant of , we use the decomposition
⎛
⎝ In 0
V∗ Iq
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝ In + UV∗ U
0 Iq
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝ In 0
−V∗ Iq
⎞
⎠ =
⎛
⎝ In U
0 Iq + V∗U
⎞
⎠
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and by setting U = bdiag(S−1k )(c ⊗ In) and V = c ⊗ C we have
det() = det (bdiag(Sk)) det
(
Inp + bdiag(S−1k )(ccT ⊗ C)
)
=
p∏
i=1
det(Si) det
⎛
⎝In + C
p∑
k=1
c2kS
−1
k
⎞
⎠ .
Consider the joint distribution of X1, . . . ,Xp,Y , let 0 = bdiag(S1, . . . , Sp, 0) + c0cT0 ⊗ 2C,
c0 = (cT , 1)T/
√
2 with Sk and C symmetric positive definite n matrices. Then, by Corollary 4.A,

−1
0 = block(ij0), where

ij
0 =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
S
−1
i i = j, 1  i  p,
0 i = j, 1  i, j  p,
−ciS−1i j = p + 1, 1  i  p,
−cjS−1j i = p + 1, 1  j  p,
C−1 +∑pk=1 c2kS−1k i = j = p + 1.
(5)
Symmetric positive semi-definite covariance matrices occur, for example, in intrinsic Gaussian
random fields and are often used as priors, e.g. [23]. If we write C = T , with  an n × q
matrix with orthonormal column vectors, the blocks 
ij
0 are S
−1
i , 0, −ciS−1i T , −cjTS−1j , and
C+ +∑k c2kTS−1k T with a similar structure as in (5). Other cases can be derived similarly from
Corollary 4.
Another matrix of interest is the conditional covariance of the set {Xk}, k ∈ S ⊂ {1, . . . , p}
given the set {X},  /∈ S. Without loss of generality, we assume that S = {1, . . . , r} and write
XS = {X1 . . . ,Xr} andXSc = {Xr+1 . . . ,Xp}. Let c = (cT1, cT2)T , i.e., c1 contains thefirst r components
of c. The conditional variance is given by
Var(XS|XSc ) = Var(XS) − Cov(XS,XSc ) Var(XSc )−1 Cov(XSc ,XS)
= bdiag(S1, . . . , Sr) + c1cT1 ⊗ C − (c1cT2 ⊗ C)
×
(
bdiag(Sr+1, . . . , Sp) + c2cT2 ⊗ C
)−1
(c2c
T
1 ⊗ C)
= bdiag(S1, . . . , Sr) + c1cT1 ⊗
⎛
⎝C−1 +
p∑
k=r+1
c2kS
−1
k
⎞
⎠
−1
, (6)
where we used (4) and the identity
(C−1 + G)−1 = (I − CG(I + CG)−1)C = C − CG(I − (C−1 + G)−1G)C, for appropriate matrices
G. As a special case of (6) we have
Var(Y|X1, . . . ,Xp) =
⎛
⎝C−1 +
p∑
k=1
c2kS
−1
k
⎞
⎠
−1
.
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